About Promise Welfare Society

With a focused goal to educate excelling but underprivileged students; Promise Welfare
Society was established on October 23rd of 1989, headed by HRH Princess Alia
Tabba’a, and has in the last 25 years managed to do just that for over 500 Jordanian
students.

Promise Welfare Society is keen to fulfill its promise through helping individuals to
pursue their studies; it pours its focus on education. The Society aims to give those
individuals a chance to improve their status in the community, and to arm them with the
knowledge that will allow them to build better future for themselves.

The Society believes that education is a right for all people, so it has and continues to
make a noticeable difference in the life of many Jordanian families through not only
supporting students through their studies, but also offering soft loans, poor families
fund, and productive rehabilitation program and charity campaigns.

Aside from giving 500 students the chance to learn, grow and help their own families.
The Society also signed an agreement with Union Bank two years ago to provide
students with soft loans to facilitate completing undergraduate study.

It provides monthly financial backing for 50 poor families, and provides assistance to
perform surgeries for those unable to pay for it. In addition to that; it distributes 1500
nutritive coupons on poor families in different provinces of Jordan annually.

The Society also lends a hand to brothers and sisters in the Arab world who have been
affected and burdened by war to alleviate their situation, whether those are in Gaza,
Iraq, Syria, Lebanon or elsewhere.

The Society believes in building a spirit of giving and to that end the Promise Welfare
Teams were set up in twelve private schools in Jordan to do various voluntary activities
and voluntary workshops to provide them with the necessary skills in life, and to
promote and nurture voluntary work.

